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The procedures for estimations of the parametric component and the nonparametric component on generalized semi-
varying coefficient models are developed as follows: The coefficient functions in the parametric component are 
estimated via local quasi-likelihood method and average method. After replacing the coefficients in the parametric 
component by the obtained estimators, quasi-likelihood method and back-fitting technical are employed to produce 
the estimators of the function coefficients in nonparametric part. For this procedure, the asymptotic normality of the 
estimations on parametric component and nonparametric component are investigated. Two simulated examples show 
that the procedure is effective. 
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1. Introduction  
The generalized semi-varying coefficient models are defined as  
( x, z, ({) gu x, z, )()} uu T x+ T z,     (1) 
where )(g  is a given link function, x= Tpxxx ),,,( 21 , z=
T
qzzz ),,,( 21 , and ( x, z, )u  is the mean 
regression function of the response variable Y  given the covariates uU , X=x, Z=z with 
X= TpXXX ),,,( 21 and Z=
T
qZZZ ),,( 21 .
T
p uuuu ))(,),(),(()( 21  is a unknown vector of 
coefficient functions,  Tq ),,,( 21  is a unknown vector of constant coefficients.  
Obviously, if the constant coefficients ),,2,1(, qjj  are viewed as functions, the generalized 
semi-varying coefficient models can be regarded as a special case of the generalized varying coefficient 
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models. On the other hand, when the coefficient functions ),(ui ),,2,1( pi are constant coefficients, 
they became generalized linear models. 
Models (1) with an identity link have been studied by many articles. Zhang et al. developed the 
procedures for estimation of the linear component and the nonparametric component [1]. They showed that 
the parametric and nonparametric component estimators have optimal convergence rate.  Li et al. proposed 
a local least squares method using a kernel weight function [2]. They also used this model to estimate the 
production function of the nonmetal mineral industry in China. Fan and Huang proposed a profile least 
squares estimator for the parametric component and showed that the estimator is root- n consistent [3]. In 
addition, they illustrated the methodology via its application to the Boston housing data set. However, the 
estimations of unknown coefficient functions and unknown constant coefficients in the full models (1) are 
put less attentions. In this paper, to do this, we develop the new procedures for estimations as follows. 
2. Estimation Method 
Suppose that the observed data ,( iY X i  , Z i )iU , ni ,,2,1 can be regarded as a random sample 
from a population ,(Y X, Z, )U  with the conditional mean and the conditional variance gives by 
( x, z, )u =E |(Y X=x, Z=z, )uU , 
Var |(Y X=x, Z=z, )uU = 2 V  { ( x, z, )u }>0, 
for a known positive )(V  and unknown scale parameter 2 . 
The only relationship between the conditional mean and the conditional variance is given. Therefore, it 
is appropriate to apply the quasi-likelihood method [4]. The procedures for estimation of the parametric 
component and the nonparametric component on these models are developed as follows. 
Firstly, if { ),(uj pj ,,2,1 } have the continuous second derivative, in a small neighborhood of u , 
one can approximate )(uj  locally by a linear function )()( uUbau jjj . Let ,a ,b maximize the 






1 Z i ), )() uUKY ihi  
with respect to ),,( ba , where ),(Q is a quasi-likelihood function,  
Taba ),(  X i +
Tb X i ( uUi ) , hhKKh /)/()(  
with K  being a kernel function and h  is bandwidth. Then, the maximum quasi-likelihood estimator  is 
defined as the mean of )( jU . 
Secondly, after replacing  in the parametric component by the obtained estimators , local quasi-
likelihood method and back-fitting technical is employed to produce the estimators of the coefficient 







1 Z i ), )() ' uUKY ihi  
with respect to a  and b , where 'h  is a bandwidth. a is the maximum quasi-lihood estimator of )(u . 
Compare with literature [5], the asymptotic variance of our procedure is smaller. Because of limited 
space, the proof is omitted.  
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3. Simulations  
We illustrate the proposed method through two simulated examples. 
Example 1. The conditional distribution of Y  given covariates ZXX ,, 21  and U  is taken to be 
binary with the linear predictor 
)()()},,,({ 221121 UZUZXUZZXg  
where )(g  is the canonical logistic link function, the covariates 21 , XX  and Z  are normally distributed. 
The correlation coefficients between X  and 1Z , X and 2Z  , 1Z  and 2Z , are
12 , 2/12 , and 2/12 , 
respectively. Furthermore, the marginal distribution of X , 1Z , and 2Z  is a standard normal distribution. 
U follows a uniform distribution on  [0, 1] and is independent of  ),,( 21 ZZX . The true parameter = 1, 
and the coefficient functions are given by 
),)5.0(exp(3)( 21 UU  )5cos(2)(2 UUU . 
Example 2. The conditional distribution of Y  given covariates ZXX ,, 21  and U  is taken to be 
binary with the linear predictor that is the same as that in Example 1, except for the log link function. 
The kernel function used in Section 2 was taken to be the Epanechnikov kernel. The cross-validation 
method is used to select bandwidths. Specifically in our examples, we choose 08.0h and 25.0'h  for 
Example 1, h =0.05 and 'h =0.18 for Example 2. Based on 400 simulations, the mean and standard error of 
the estimate of the constant coefficient are summarized in Table 1. 
TABLE 1. ESTIMATE OF THE CONSTANT COEFFICIENT 
Example1 Example2 
Mean Standard error Mean Standard error 
1.0346 0.1021 1..176 0.0763 
The functional coefficient estimates )(ui  are evaluated via the square root of mean squared errors 
(RMSE), If all RMSE i  are small, the proposed method is effective. 
We replicate the simulation 400 times and each times a sample with size 400. Figure 1 to Figure 3 
depicts the empirical performance of the estimation for the non-parametric functional coefficients of 
Examples. The dash-dot lines in (a) and (b) of Figure 1 and 2 present the estimates )(1 and )(2  
respectively from a typical sample. The typical simple is selected in such a way that its RMSE i is equal to 
the median in the 400 replications. The box plots of Example 1 and example 2 for 400 RMSEs of )(1 , 
)(2 and )(1 + )(2 are presented in Figure 3 (a) and (b) respectively. 
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Figure 1.  Simulation Results for Example 1. (a) The estimate (dash-dot line) of the function )(1  (solid line); (b)for )(2 .  
 
Figure 2.  Simulation Results for Example 2. (a) The estimate (dash-dot line) of the function )(1  (solid line); (b)for )(2 .  
 
Figure 3.  The boxplots. (a)for Example 1; (b) for Example 2.  
 
From the Figures 1 and Figures 2, we can see that the estimate )(ja  hits )(ja  close for every j =1,2. 
From Figure 3, all RMSEs are very small. Overall the proposed modeling procedure performs fairly well. 
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4. Conclusion 
The new procedures for estimations of the parametric component and the nonparametric component on 
generalized semi-varying coefficient models are developed by linear quasi-likelihood method, average 
method and back-fitting method in this paper. Two simulated examples show that the procedure is effective. 
Compare with the method in paper [5], the asymptotic variance of our procedure is smaller. 
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